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NEWS:. 

1.      Hiring Process:  I am waiting on result from Psychological and Polygraph tests, and scheduling the PT 

Test for end of the week.  Assuming this all checks out, background check on John Schulte is nearly 

complete.  He has verbally advised me that he will take the Full Time Position. 

2.   Part-Time Position:  with Applicant Schulte taking the FT Position, I intend to offer the Part-Time 

Position to another applicant, Kelly James, who lives on Clement Hill Road.  Had Applicant Schulte not 

been available or interested for employment during our last round of interviews, I would have already 

offered Ms. James a position. 

3.      Scheduling had been severely cut due to being shorthanded.  All three current officers are carrying 

extra shift loads and serving many extra “on-call” shifts.  So far we have been able to keep our heads 

above the water line and continue to keep DPD coverage, but it is wearing on all of us. 

 

 

 

TRAINING: 

1.      PD completed (including John Schulte) AED/CPR recertification, SexOffender Registry training, 

and training on the new Thermal Imager on August 22. 

2.      Chief Pushee was informed by Police Standards that he needs to be “certified” in order hold a 

stopwatch, counting laps, pushups, and situps during the requisite triennial Physical Fitness Tests.  As 

such, I am schedule for training on Sept. 25th. 

 

 

GRANTS:   

1.      Highway Safety:  the annual budget year for NH-HSA should be opening soon, and I intend to apply 

for overtime patrol grants again. 

 

 

ACTIVITY REPORT:                Calls For Service Logged:               267 

 

DPD Call Outs   17 (911 calls, assists, criminal complaints, disturbances, DV calls, MV complaints, suspicious activities, welfare 

checks, et al) 

 

MV Enforcement: 65      (63 warns, 2 summons, various arrests) 

         

MV Accidents:           5       (2 reportable with injuries, 1 other reportable for damage, 2 nonrpt)    

         

ARRESTS Total:          7 

                Charges:                Obstruct Report of Crime or Injury (DV related) 1 

                                        Driving After Suspension                                2 

                                        2nd Offense DWI/ Drugs/ OpenContainer           1 

                                        Theft (of bicycle)                                      1 

                                        Reckless Operation (rollover accident)          1 

                                        Dog Warrant (unlicensed)                                1        

         

                                                 

MILEAGE TOTAL:          3,298    

2007 Crown Vic:         14,255  (2585)                  2003 Expedition:  51,588  (713) 

 


